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Abstract The proposal to combine expert distributions by averaging quantiles is examined. We
show that this is equivalent to taking the harmonic mean of the experts' densities. Based on 31
recent professional expert judgment studies, the informativeness of averaging quantiles is on a
par with performance based weighting but statistical accuracy is significantly degraded. In over
half of the studies, the hypothesis that averaging quantiles produced statistically accurate
probability statements would be rejected at the 5% level with rejection at the 0.1% level for a
quarter of the studies. Analysis of a recent large cluster of applications at the World Health
Organization suggests an explanation of poor performance and a way forward. Informativeness
and statistical accuracy are negatively correlated for most experts, but are positively correlated
among the statistically most accurate experts. When applicable, weighting only the statistically
most accurate experts promises better results.

Introduction
Lichtendahl et al (2013) suggest that averaging experts' quantiles (AvQ) might give a better
decision maker than an equal weight, or "averaging probabilities" (AvP) combination of their
distribution functions. They note that AvQ is "sharper" than AvP. Flandoli et al (2011) also
used this technique in their analysis of the Classical Model (CM). Averaging quantiles is easier
to compute than averaging distributions, and is frequently employed by unwary practitioners.
This note first shows that the density of AvQ is the harmonic mean of the densities of the
combined distributions, and illustrates the effects on a simple example. The performances of
AvQ, ASP and Performance Weighted (PW) combinations are then compared on the 31
professional expert judgment studies since 2006 based on CM.
Analysis
Let F and G be CDFs from experts 1 and 2, with densities f, g. Let AvQ , avq denote
respectively the CDF and density of the result of averaging the quantiles of F, G. Then
AvQ-1(r) = ½ ( F-1(r) + G-1(r) ).
A good intuitive interpretation (Andrea Bevilacqua, personal communication) notes that AvQ
takes the average of the experts' median values and a confidence interval whose width is the
average of the experts' confidence intervals. The position of the median within the confidence
interval depends on the distributions.
To gain further insight into eq (1), take derivatives of both sides:
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(1)

1/avq(AvQ-1(r) = ½ (1/f (F-1(r)) + 1/g-1(G-1(r))),

(2)

2
avq(AvQ-1(r) =  .
(1/f (F-1(r)) + 1/g-1(G-1(r)))

(3)

Eq. (3) says that avq is the harmonic mean of f and g, evaluated at points corresponding to the rth quantile of each distribution. The harmonic mean of n numbers strongly favors the smallest of
these numbers: the harmonic mean of 0.01 and 0.99 is 0.0198. To appreciate this fact, consider a
flexible and tractable class of distributions on the unit interval:

a > 1; b > 0 (4)
Figure 1 shows two expert distributions from this class, F and G, and also shows AvQ, AvP and
the geometric mean of F,G.

Figure 1:F(a=5, b=0.5), G(a=5, b=5), AvQ = Average Quantiles, AvP = Average Probabilities

The slope of AvQ is close to the smaller of the slopes of F and G; causing AvQ(x) to grow
slowly for small x and decay quickly for large x. Table 1 shows that, despite the large
disagreement between experts F and G, the AvQ combination has a 10-90% confidence interval
whose width is the average of that of the experts. AvP in contrast has a much wider confidence
interval. Note that AvQ is more concentrated than the Geomean. This corresponds to the fact that
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the harmonic mean of distinct numbers is less than the geometric mean. The MAPLE scripts for
these computations are included as an appendix.
Table 1: 10- and 90-percentiles of the distributions in Figure 1

Distribution
F
G
Average Quantiles
Average Probbilities

10%-tile
0.004
0.572
0.288
0.101

50%-tile
0.09
0.79
0.44
0.47

90%-tile
0.346
0.899
0.623
0.901

CI
0.343
0.327
0.335
0.800

The higher concentration of the AvQ combination would be very valuable if statistical accuracy
were achieved. Statistical accuracy can be addressed with real experts assessing real variables
from their fields for which true values are known post hoc.
Performance on real expert data
Using the 31 professional contracted expert judgment studies performed since 2006, it is possible
to compare AvQ, and performance weighting (PW) as done in CM (Cooke, 1991) . In these
studies, panels of 4 to 21 experts assessed between 7 and 17 calibration variables from their
fields for which the true values were known post hoc. These studies were performed after the
2006 publication of the TU Delft expert judgment base of 45 studies (Cooke and Goossens
2008), and will also be made available to researchers.
Whereas the pre 2006 studies contain several from the dawn of structured expert judgment, the
recent studies were much better resourced, executed and documented. They were contracted and
overseen by a variety of organizations including the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, US EPA,
US NOAA, Public Health Agency of Canada, PrioNet (Canada), Sanguin, British Government,
European Community, NUMO (Japan), and Bristol University (UK). Prior to release of the post
2006 studies, the data underlying the results reported here can be obtained on request from the
author.
In performing this comparison, the global weights combination was used and experts who
assessed less than the full set of seed variables were excluded. This causes the PW and solutions
used here to differ slightly from the solutions that will be published with the full datasets. The
integrity of the present comparison is not affected; it was done to facilitate checks by third
parties.
The performance of AvQ, AvP and PW are compared with regard to statistical accuracy
(measured as the p-value at which one would falsely reject the hypotheses that the probability
assessments were statistically accurate), information (measured as Shannon relative information
with respect to a user supplied background measure) and a combined score (the product of the
former two). Shannon relative information is used because it is scale invariant, tail insensitive,
slow and familiar. The combined score satisfies a long run proper scoring rule constraint, and
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involves choosing an optimal statistical accuracy threshold beneath which experts are
unweighted. Details on these scoring measures are found in Wittmann et al (2014). Out of
sample validation is treated in Cooke et al (2014).
Table 1 gives the results. AvQ is the best of the three in 4 of the 31 cases, its informativeness is
slightly higher than that of PW, and substantially higher than AvP. The statistical accuracy of
AvQ is substantially below that of AvP and PW. In 8 cases its p-value is below 0.001, and in 17
cases (53%) the hypothesis that AvQ is statistically accurate would be rejected at the 5% level.
Graphical interpretation of Table 1 is found in Figure 2.
Table 2
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Figure 2: Statistical accuracy, informativeness and combined scores

This data provides evidence on how performance is affected by the number of experts and
number of calibration variables. Focusing on statistical accuracy, Figure 6 graphs the number of
calibration variables and number of experts against the statistical accuracy scores, for AvQ, AvP,
and PW. It appears that AvQ degrades as the number of calibration variables increases. There is a
39% chance that a randomly selected study has more than 10 calibration variables. None of the 8
studies with AvQ statistical accuracy above 0.1 have more than 10 calibration variables. The
statistical power of the measure of statistical accuracy increases with the number of calibration
variables and this would tend to suppress statistical accuracy scores of all experts and
combinations alike. However, no such effect is observed for AvP or PW. The number of experts
does not have a marked effect on any of the combinations.
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Figure 4: P-values plotted against number of calibration variables and number of experts

Discussion
It would be desirable to have a simple algorithm of combining experts which improves the
informativeness relative to AvP without degrading the statistical accuracy. From the data
analyzed above it appears that AvQ does improve informativeness, but sacrifices statistical
accuracy. Some hints on why this happens, and how the situation might be improved can be
gleaned from a very large study recently completed by the World Health Organization (WHO).
This study involved 72 epidemiologists and health professionals over the whole world assessing
relative frequencies of infection pathways for various pathogens in various regions of the world.
In total, 134 distinct panels were formed involving overlapping sets of 6 to 30 experts each. Full
documentation is in preparation, but expert results are already available. The experts assessed
similar, though not identical calibration variables. Although informativeness scores are relative
to a background measure on a support that is computed per panel, because of the variables'
similarity, it is reasonable to compare informativeness and statistical accuracy scores of all
experts. Figure 5 shows a pronounced negative correlation between log statistical accuracy and
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informativeness. There is tendency for the more informative experts to be less accurate
statistically. Moreover, the statistically accurate experts are in the minority. Only 4 of the 72
experts returned statistical accuracy scores above the traditional 5% rejection threshold.

Figure 5: Informative accuracy and informativeness for 72 experts in the WHO study.

In a typical panel where the statistically inaccurate experts outnumber the accurate experts, AvQ
will exhibit confidence bands more resembling the inaccurate experts. Indeed, any combination
rule which up-weights informative experts without regard for their statistical accuracy is likely to
suffer the same fate.
Figure 5 also suggests that the negative correlation between informativeness and statistical
accuracy is strongest among the more inaccurate experts. This suggestion is confirmed in Figure
6, which plots the running rank correlation between informativeness and statistical accuracy for
experts with accuracy above , where  runs from worst to best. For the highest  this
correlation is trivially 1, for the lowest  it is equal to the rank correlation in the entire sample of
72 experts.
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Figure 6 Running rank correlation of informativeness and statistical accuracy in the WHO expert data

The rank correlation becomes effectively zero among the 20% most accurate experts, and it is
actually positive among the top 10%. This suggests that a combination rule which is restricted to,
say, the top 10% most accurate experts stands a good chance of improving informativeness
without losing statistical accuracy. It is interesting to remark in this regard, that the classical
model usually concentrates the weight among 1 to 3 most accurate experts.
Three caveats apply. First, in many panels there are no statistically accurate experts. The most
accurate expert may score well below the 5% threshold. Second, any such combination rule
requires the assessment of calibration variables. Finding good calibration variables from the
experts' field is time consuming and requires that the analyst dive deeply into the subject matter.
The main appeal of AvQ and AvP - that they do not require calibration variables - would be lost.
The classical model involves choosing a p-value threshold for selecting the experts to be
weighted, based on optimizing the performance of the combination. It remains to be seen
whether an "a priori" threshold can deliver comparable or better performance. Finally, these
suggestions are based on only one, albeit large, data set. These caveats can be addressed by
analyzing the extensive expert data already in the public domain (Cooke and Goossens 2008).
Conclusion
Based on this data analysis, AvQ does not deliver statistically accurate combinations in panels of
real experts. As yet, combination rules that do not take expert performance into account, have
been unable to deliver both informativeness and statistical accuracy. Recourse to calibration
variables may be unavoidable. The classical model has remained unchanged for 25 odd years
and has generated a wealth of data which provides a test bed for new ideas. The classical model
provides a baseline for informative and statistically accurate combinations; it most unlikely that
it can't be improved upon or surpassed.
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